What does MISA look like?

MSDE has recently released the practice units for MISA. All links have been activated however the "Closed Caption" links do not include closed captioning due to the fact that there are no videos in the units.

There are only two practice units at each grade level. Each unit consists of one constructed response (CR) and five other types of items.

Grade 5 MISA Practice Tests
Click each link to interact with the practice tests. No login needed.

Grade 5: Unit 1
- Computer-Based Practice Test: https://md.testnav.com/client/index.html#login?username=LGN004851738&password=PFAPUGLQ

Grade 5: Unit 2
- Computer-Based Practice Test: https://md.testnav.com/client/index.html#login?username=LGN163740141&password=4CBUJC7L
# Grade 8 MISA Practice Tests

Click each link to interact with the practice tests. No login needed.

## Grade 8 Unit 1

- **Computer-Based Practice Test:**

- **Text-to-Speech Version:**

- **Accommodated Screen Reader Version:**

- **Accommodated Non-Screen Reader Version:**

- **American Sign Language Version:**

- **Closed Captioning Version:**

## Grade 8 Unit 2

- **Computer-Based Practice Test:**

- **Text-to-Speech Version:**

- **Accommodated Screen Reader Version:**

- **Accommodated Non-Screen Reader Version:**

- **American Sign Language Version:**

- **Closed Captioning Version:**